
Building K-anonymity for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks 

 

The aim it to design and build K-ananymity protocol on the top of the routing 

protocols in Mobile Ad Hoc Disconnection Tolerant Wireless Networks to help 

improve identity and location privacy of social mobile networks. The simulator NS-

3 (or for more  challenged scenarios with disconnections simulator ONE) should be 

used. Real or pseudo real data traces and map based driven experiments should 

be done with the data sets that will be provided.  The students are expected to 

consider delays and success ratios for different levels of K-anonymity.  

 

Energy Efficient Data Dissemination in Mobile Disconnection Tolerant 

Networks  

 

The aim is to design, build and evaluate energy efficient DSR or AODV data routing 

protocols extended with store-carry-and-forward paradigm in NS-3 or ONE 

simulators as well as identify routing overheads, delays and success ratios for 

different application scenarios. Students will have access to vehicular and human 

data traces that may include GPS coordinates, pedometer data or network 

connectivity data. These traces will serve as an input to the simulator. Basic 

versions of DSR, AODV, "Epidemic" and Spray and Focus" routing protocols are 

available together with the NS-3 or ONE simulator. 

 

Self organised security in Mobile Ad hoc Networks  

 

The aim is to build simulations of Mobile Ad hoc networks where some of the 

nodes are compromised or malfunctioning. For example, a node might be 

dropping all or some of the packets before forwarding. Other nodes should be able 

to identify such nodes and isolate them from the network. The students are 

expected to use any of the available mobile ad hoc routing protocols, NS-3 or ONE 

simulator and will have access to real  vehicular and human mobility and 

connectivity traces available in the public wireless networking repositories. 



 

Behavioural Analysis for Reputation Negotiating in P2P systems  

 

The aim is to build a P2P system where each node is able to claim  certain 

trustworthiness of other nodes. The reputation system is to be modelled where an 

objective measure of trust should be achieved based on fully distributed trust 

claims. Nodes should be able to monitor any aspect of behaviour of neighbouring 

nodes such as: routing queries, answering queries, malfunctioning, storage and 

network characteristics. When anomalies in observed, actual or reported behavior 

are detected. nodes resolve and update trust levels based on localised voting. 

 

Mobile Bluetooth application for Object Finding  
 

The aim is to build an Bluetooth application of mobile phones that is capable of 

locating a lost object (that is also Bluetooth capable) The phones should be able to 

keep track of recently detected Bluetooth devices and know the blutooth ID of the 

lost object. 

 

Multiuser Poker game over Mobile Phones </h3> 

 

The aim is to build and test a multiuser Poker game for mobile phones. The users 

should be able to see their cards but not opponents'. Each hand should be 

carefully shuffled by the server to avoid predictable card behaviour. User interface 

should keep history of scores and rankings in addition to the cards views views/ If 

some nodes get temporarily disconnected other nodes are supposed to continue 

the game without the disconnected node. 

 

 

 



 

Can Imbedded Intelligent Systems Help Chemists? 
The Problem: Chemist make chemicals – lots and lots of small amounts of different chemicals (often 100s-

1000s of <1 g samples stored in small vials – typically 10-15 mm in diameter by 40-50 mm high). When they 

are done they normally put their sample collections in a box and put 

them in a cupboard (Some typical examples are shown in Figure 1). It 

often happens that a year or so later that they decide to do some more 

chemistry on an old sample – this leads to lots of tedious looking 

through boxes to try and find the right sample: picking each sample up, 

checking its chemical structure and sample ID code manually, and 

keeping going until you find the right one. It’s currently an informatics 

problem with a 19th century solution! Prof Simon Woodward[1] in the 

School of Chemistry wonders if recent advances in low cost Near Field 

Communications (NFC ) could offer a better approach to this process. 

The Vision: We perceive that it would be possible to mount small, low 

cost chemically resistant, NFC tags 

(such as those used in commercial 

laundries for garment 

identification[2]) onto the tops of 

typical 2 g vial (shown on the right 

of Figure 2a) we would be able to 

use a standard box to present an 

array of samples of equal height 

(schematic in Figure 2).  

The ‘guts’ of the project: Can we develop a small NFC detector wand that (once inputted with the required 

sample ID code) can ‘pick up’ the correct tagged vial as it passes over that sample? Two actions should be 

triggered by the NFC ‘correct read event’ – (i) the wand should issue a bleep sound (to indicate sample 

discovery); (ii) the PC attached to the detector wand should ‘call up’ the sample ID in the associated 

database and present its structure together with other useful chemical information.[3]  

NFC tags are currently widely used for single object identification, but their use as ‘locators’ is poorly 

described in real world applications – in part due to the short range nature of the NFC signals. This is not be 

an issue in the proposed application here although the presence of many NFC tags in relatively close 

proximity will issue new research challenges for extracting clear data. 

Why do this? Currently only large pharmaceutical companies can 

afford fully robotic indexed sample storage. An NFC-based sample 

locating package would be a highly attractive product to chemists for 

efficient chemical storage. In a second phase of the project one can 

easily imagine extension of the system to index the chemical reagents 

used by chemist – an idea of the scope of the problem can be seen 

through a look at a typical ‘reagents storage cupboard’ (Figure 3) in 

the School of Chemistry….the bottles are 5 to 500 g…  

[1] http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/~pczsw/SWGroup/  
[2] http://rapidnfc.com/item/107/nfc_disc_asset_tags_laundry_tag_14mm_ultralight These 
have a scan range of approximately 2 cm 
[3] Typically we use ChemBioFinder 
(http://www.cambridgesoft.com/support/ProductHomePage.aspx?KBCatID=119 ) as our database with a sample ID code that (currently) we just 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Finding the right 

sample vial is a nightmare….. 

(a)                                                           (b) 

 

 

Figure 2. (a) Various sample vials and the ‘standard’ one we 
want to use with NFC tags. (b) Schematic of vial array (top view). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Reagent storage can 

also become a nightmare….. 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/~pczsw/SWGroup/
http://rapidnfc.com/item/107/nfc_disc_asset_tags_laundry_tag_14mm_ultralight
http://www.cambridgesoft.com/support/ProductHomePage.aspx?KBCatID=119


write on the vial. Dynamic linking of sample retrieval to chemical structure and associated data would be so much more useful and a really nice 
solution to many problems. 


